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Abstract
In this paper a high-order 3nite-volume method is studied to solve hypersonic steady chemically reacting
&ows on unstructured meshes. The quadratic polynomial reconstruction scheme is 3rst presented as well as
the monotonicity enforcement technique used to limit the oscillations in the vicinity of shock waves and
regions with high gradients. The implicit time-integration procedure is based on Newton linearization and
uses the GMRES algorithm. The preconditioning of the linear systems, based on an iterative inversion of a
low-order Jacobian, coupled with a multigrid technique, is also discussed. Results obtained for the test case
corresponding to the hypersonic &ow around a double ellipse are presented.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this paper is to study a high-order 3nite-volume technique to solve the generalized
Euler equations for multi-species reacting &ows on unstructured meshes. The variables at the edge
Gauss points are computed by a quadratic polynomial reconstruction technique. On any irregular
grid, this approach reconstructs a polynomial of degree two exactly [2]. This scheme is employed to
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compute hypersonic &ows around blunt bodies, in which the large kinetic heating leads to nonequi-
librium chemical reactions [3], and therefore to high concentrations and temperature gradients that
have to be captured accurately. A fully implicit time-integration procedure is employed to overcome
the diFculties related to the stiGness of the problem. An inexact Newton method is used to linearize
the system of equations resulting from the implicit discretization, and the resulting linear systems
are solved by a right preconditioned matrix-free GMRES solver [4]. An approximate Jacobian is
however, necessary for preconditioning purposes. A linear multigrid algorithm (correction scheme)
is studied to solve the GMRES-preconditioning linear systems.
2. Physical model
Two-dimensional inviscid nonheat-conducting reacting gas &ows are considered in the present
work. Species diGusion and thermodynamic nonequilibrium are also neglected. The corresponding
set of equations represents n + 3 conservation equations, including n species continuity equations,
the momentum and the total energy conservation equations,
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where i; ; u; v; E; H and p represent respectively, the ith species density, the mixture density
(computed from the sum of the species densities), x and y velocity components, total energy, total
enthalpy and pressure.
A mixture of species behaving as a perfect gas is assumed. The equation of state relating the
pressure p to the temperature T is written
p= RuT
∑
i
i
MWi
= RMT; (3)
where MWi is the species molecular weight and Ru the universal gas constant. The ith species
enthalpy and internal energy are, respectively, expressed in terms of the speci3c heats at constant
pressure Cpi and at constant volume Cvi , which are supposedly constant.
At high temperatures, chemical reactions will occur in gas &ows resulting in changes in the
composition of the gas. A chemical reaction mechanism with nr reactions is considered. A typical
chemical reaction is of the form∑
i
′i; rMi; r 
∑
i
′′i; rMi; r ; (4)
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where ′i; r and ′′i; r are the stoichiometric coeFcients for reactant or product i. Source term Si repre-
senting the rate of production of species i is expressed as
Si =MWi
∑
r
[
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i
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)′i; r
− kbr
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i
(
i
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)′′i; r]
: (5)
The forward and backward reaction rates kfr and kbr are, respectively, computed from the Arrhenius
form and the chemical reaction equilibrium constant Kcr.
3. Spatial discretization
To discretize the system of Eq. (1), a 3nite-volume method is used on unstructured polygonal
meshes. A cell centered approach is employed, so that the control volumes are the mesh cells. The
integration of the &uxes F and G along each edge is performed using a Gauss formula, these &uxes
at the edge Gauss points being evaluated from polynomial reconstructions of the unknowns at each
side of the considered edge. Indeed, instead of assuming a piecewise constant data representation, a
polynomial approximation of the solution, which is actually computed in a discrete manner, is built
in a control volume by gathering the information from neighbouring cells. A reconstruction of the
solution with a prescribed order of accuracy k is assumed in the control volumes using polynomials
of degree k − 1 (h is a characteristic mesh size)
Rk−1j = u(r) + O(h
k): (6)
Only constant (k = 1), linear (k = 2) and quadratic (k = 3) reconstructions [2] have been used in
our calculations. For the later, the polynomial is written
R2j (r) = uj +Kr
T LL∇uj + 12 KrT LHjKr; (7)
where Kr = r − rj; LHj is a 3rst-order approximation of the Hessian matrix containing the second
derivatives of u at point j, and LL∇uj is a second-order approximation of the gradient at node j.
These approximations could be computed by Barth’s least square method [1]. In practice, a variant
of this method [2], which generalize the Green–Gauss approach to compute a 3rst-order gradient, is
employed.
To preserve their second- and third-order accuracy, one and two Gauss points are respectively,
necessary for the linear and quadratic reconstructions. Numerical &uxes computed at these Gauss
points depends on the reconstructed solutions in the left and right neighbouring cells of the edge.
Several formulations have been developed for the nonreacting &ow Euler equations: Van Leer’s
&ux vector splitting [5], advective upwind splitting method (AUSM) [7],: : :. In this paper, extended
versions of these techniques [14] are employed.
In regions where the &ow exhibits discontinuities or high gradients, the monotonicity is enforced
by introducing a binary detector (j = 0 or 1) [2] and a limiter j in the reconstruction procedure.
A hybrid scheme has been developed, leading to the following reconstruction:
R2j (r) = uj + [(1− j)j + j]KrT LL∇uj + j 12 KrT LHjKr: (8)
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This scheme yields to a full quadratic reconstruction if the detector does not detect any sharp
gradients (j = 1), and to a limited linear reconstruction otherwise (j = 0). The detector and the
limiter are computed at each nodal point at each time iteration. The limiter used in our calculations is
the one developed by Venkatakrishnan [13]. To avoid convergence problems, increase of the limiter
was prevented when approaching convergence [2].
4. Time integration
To overcome the computation diFculties related to the wide range of time scales in reacting &ows,
a fully implicit scheme has been developed [4,12]. Newton method performs a linearization of a
system of nonlinear equations of the form F(u)=0 at each timestep, leading to the following linear
system to be solved to obtain the iterative variations u(n):
J (u(n))u(n) =−F(u(n)); (9)
J denoting the Jacobian matrix of F . Because of strong nonlinearities due to the shock waves and
to the chemical source terms, formula (9) is not used at the beginning of the calculation. A more
robust pseudo-transient approach based on the following formula is employed instead:
(Jˆ (u))i; j =
1
Kti
ij + (J (u))i; j ; (10)
where ij denotes the identity matrix and Kti the local timestep. In order to increase the convergence
speed, this timestep is computed according to the switched evolution relaxation (SER) method [12]
that increases the CFL number inversely to the residual norm reduction.
The Generalized Minimal RESidual (GMRES) algorithm [11], based on a Krylov subspace method,
is used to iteratively solve the linear systems (9). In this algorithm, the full Jacobian matrix J is
not required explicitly but in the form of matrix–vector products, that can be computed by a 3nite
diGerence-like formula [12]. In this approach, referred to as a matrix-free algorithm, the Jacobian
evaluation is not necessary, which reduces storage and CPU time.
5. Preconditioning and multigrid methods
A preconditioner reducing the condition number of the system is required to ensure good conver-
gence of the GMRES solver. The baseline technique used in this study is a right preconditioning
based on a block incomplete factorization BILU(k) of an approximate Jacobian matrix, actually
corresponding to a constant reconstruction. The calculation and storage of this incompletely factor-
ized approximate Jacobian is thus necessary. A diminution of the CPU time can be obtained by not
evaluating this matrix at each time iteration [12].
Although this algorithm yields fast convergence, some diFculties have been experienced when
solving stiG problems. A problem that arises is the degradation of the performance of the precondi-
tioner, leading to a signi3cant growth in the number of Krylov iterations per Newton step. A linear
multigrid algorithm (correction scheme) is then employed to solve the GMRES-preconditioning lin-
ear systems. The iterative scheme used as a smoother is a Richardson scheme, left-preconditioned
by a BILU(0) decomposition of the matrix [6].
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DiGerent sequences of coarse meshes are considered in the present work. Nested meshes provide
an easy way to compute transfer operators. Coarse meshes can be generated by an agglomeration
technique described by Mavripilis [8]. Another method consists in creating independent grids and
operating the intergrid transfer by an area weighting transfer rule. The intersecting areas between
cells of consecutive grids are computed using the Ramshaw algorithm [10]. Several multigrid cycles
have been tested [8], and the best results have been obtained with the V-cycle, which is always used
in this paper.
6. Numerical results
The studied test case consists in a nonequilibrium hypersonic &ow around a double ellipse [3]. The
presented results have been obtained on three sequences of four grids (nested quadrangular meshes,
independent and agglomerated triangular meshes) presented in Fig. 1. All the calculations have been
performed on a 500 MHz EV6 alpha processor with an L2-cache of 4 MB.
The air chemistry is described by considering 3ve chemical species, respectively, N2; O2, NO, N
and O. The 3ve species, 17 chemical reactions Park’s model [9] is used to describe the nonequilib-
rium air chemistry.
The double ellipse is placed into a hypersonic &ow with a Mach number of 25 and an angle of
attack of 30◦. The incoming &uid is composed only of N2 and O2. It has a temperature of 205:3 K
and a pressure of 2:52 Pa, corresponding to an altitude of 75 km. The temperature increases very
strongly through the shock and this increase is followed by a relaxation zone in which air molecules
are dissociated through endothermic chemical reactions that progressively decrease the temperature.
Atomic nitrogen and oxygen appear progressively to the detriment of the diatomic species. NO
appears very quickly just after the shock wave because of very fast exchange chemical reactions,
and disappear then by dissociation into atomic species, leading to a peak of its mass fraction between
the shock wave and the body.
6.1. Spatial discretization
Figs. 2 and 3 represent, respectively, the Mach number iso-lines obtained with a quadratic recon-
struction on the quadrangular and triangular meshes, and the surface temperature distributions for
Fig. 1. Meshes around the double ellipse. (a) Finest quadrangular mesh: 5760 cells; (b) Finest triangular mesh: 7526 cells;
(c) Coarsest agglomerated mesh: 112 cells.
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Fig. 2. Mach number iso-lines: min = 0; max = 25; delta = 0:5. (a) quadrangular mesh, (b) triangular mesh.
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Fig. 3. Temperature distribution. (a) quadrangular mesh, (b) triangular mesh.
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Fig. 4. NO mass fraction distribution. (a) quadrangular mesh, (b) triangular mesh.
three orders of reconstruction, compared to the one obtained by Vos [3] (3nite-volume method on
quadrangular mesh).
The quadratic reconstruction seems to provide the best agreement between the two meshes and
Vos’ results. The constant reconstruction provides very poor results, especially at the stagnation point,
and just after the canopy. These observations are veri3ed in Fig. 4, which illustrates the NO mass
fraction distribution along the body for the three orders of reconstruction. The agreement between
the two meshes is good for the quadratic reconstruction except at the stagnation point, where the
mesh re3nement is probably insuFcient.
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6.2. Time integration
The goal of this section is to study the diGerent preconditioning methods that have been
summarized previously. All the calculations have been performed with a quadratic reconstruction,
the Van Leer &ux vector splitting and a Krylov subspace size of 40 vectors. The initial solution
was the converged nonreacting &ow solution around the double ellipse. The initial CFL number is
respectively equal to 0.2 or 0.1 and the SER coeFcient p is equal to 0.4 or 0.55 according to the
types of grids. It can be noticed that, thanks to the SER method and to a very fast reduction of the
mass-conservation residuals in the 3rst iterations, the CFL number becomes greater than 1 after about
20 iterations. The minimum residual to obtain convergence has been set to 10−9. The calculation
converges in 320 iterations with the quadrangular mesh, while 340 iterations are necessary with the
triangular mesh.
The memory required for the preconditioning, the total number of GMRES iterations and the CPU
times are compared in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, for the quadrangular and the triangular meshes.
The preconditioning techniques that have been investigated are the BILU(k) factorization (the 3ll-in
Table 1
Preconditioning techniques on the quadrangular meshes (5760 cells)
Preconditioning Memory Jacobian evaluation Jacobian evaluation Jacobian evaluation
technique for precond. (MB) every iteration every 3 iterations every 5 iterations
GMRES CPU GMRES CPU GMRES CPU
iterations time (s) iterations time (s) iterations time (s)
BILU(0) 13.9 4040 2729 4500 2510 5088 2637
BILU(1) 19.36 3667 2706 4233 2495 4743 2565
BILU(3) 29.99 3542 2920 3902 2485 4522 2679
MGPREC 18.37 3913 3759 4176 3494 4766 3661
Table 2
Preconditioning techniques on the triangular meshes (7526 cells)
Preconditioning Memory Jacobian evaluation Jacobian evaluation Jacobian evaluation
technique for precond. (MB) every iteration every 3 iterations every 5 iterations
GMRES CPU GMRES CPU GMRES CPU
iterations time (s) iterations time (s) iterations time (s)
BILU(0) 14.55 4625 4017 4853 3658 5248 3705
BILU(1) 18.09 2952 3055 3291 2717 3755 2870
BILU(3) 25.96 2772 3095 3114 2864 3586 2872
MGPREC 20.85 3632 4553 3959 4366 4410 4718
agglomerated
MGPREC 19.08 3607 4300 3935 4062 4409 4299
independent
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factor k being equal to 0, 1 or 3) and the multigrid preconditioning (denoted as MGPREC) on
agglomerated or independent meshes. The frequency of reevaluation of the preconditioning matrix
(on the 3nest mesh only for the multigrid technique) is also investigated. The minimum number of
GMRES iterations and the minimum CPU time have been typed in bold.
In terms of memory requirement, the BILU(k) factorization appears to be very expensive when k
is greater than 1, without reducing signi3cantly the total CPU time. For the multigrid preconditioning,
the value given is the sum of the memory required to compute the preconditioning matrix on all the
meshes. This sum is near the value obtained with a BILU(1) factorization.
The total number of GMRES iterations can be reduced either by increasing the 3ll-in level k
in the BILU factorization, or by using an iterative method and a multigrid strategy to inverse the
approximate Jacobian matrix. The 3rst technique is however much more eFcient.
The 3ll-in level k does not have to be too high. Indeed, even if the number of GMRES itera-
tions decrease when k is higher, the gain in CPU time becomes insuFcient to counterbalance the
computational time necessary to factorize the approximate Jacobian. This result and the high memory
required when using high 3ll-in levels indicate that the BILU(k) factorization becomes prohibitive
if k is greater than 1.
The multigrid strategy does not reduce the CPU time. Even if the total number of GMRES
iterations is slightly reduced, the computational time necessary to compute the preconditioning matrix
on coarse grids, as well as the cycling, increase the total CPU time. The fact that the multigrid
strategy does not reduce eFciently the number of GMRES iterations could be explained by the fact
that the coarse meshes have been constructed in an isotropic way.
Evaluating the preconditioning matrix at each Newton iteration seems to be uneFcient. If it is
computed only at a 3xed frequency, the total number of GMRES iteration increases (due to a poor
preconditioning), but CPU time is gained. A compromise has thus to be made. The best one in
our calculations seems to be the reevaluation of the matrix every three iterations. It is interesting
to notice that the maximum initial CFL to get convergence is not reduced by not evaluating the
preconditioner at each timestep.
7. Conclusion
A fully implicit scheme with quadratic reconstruction has been used on unstructured meshes to
solve nonequilibrium hypersonic &ows around a double ellipse with a 3ve species, seventeen reaction
model. The solver uses a matrix-free implementation of the GMRES algorithm with a BILU(k)
preconditioner or a multigrid acceleration procedure. A fast convergence is guaranteed thanks to the
use of a SER formula which increases timesteps during the calculation.
The quadratic reconstruction has provided the most accurate solution, provided that a limiter and
a detector reduce the order of reconstruction in the vicinity of shock waves (hybrid scheme). The
disadvantage of this high-order reconstruction is its higher computation time compared to low-order
schemes.
DiGerent preconditioning techniques have been investigated (BILU(k) factorization and multigrid
preconditioning). The tests have revealed that the multigrid technique does not provide good results
for these particular &ows. The fastest convergence is obtained with a BILU(1) factorization of an
approximate Jacobian, but this technique requires more memory than a BILU(0) one.
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